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Great bookmarks at a great price. Very colorful. A wonderful help in learning the order of the books

of the Bible. (Although reading the Bible is the best way) :0) My seven-year-old daughter even gave

one to our Pastor.

I like them. And I put them in greeting cards for a small gift to others.

These bookmarks are perfect for handing out in Sunday School or Bible Club, a good visual aid for

teaching kids to memorize the books of the Bible or at least find them quickly. The colors are lovely

purples and blues (appropriate for boys or girls), and the books of the Bible are neatly listed and

easy to read. I can read the print easily with my reading glasses, so the size would be just fine for

younger eyes. The back is plain white, so you could write a short note or put someone's name on it.

The cardboard is plenty sturdy, and I feel the price is very reasonable for this package of 25.

I search different offers and decided on this one. It makes a great bookmark for your Bible. Get the

package of 25 because if you give out 1 or 2, there's always someone else who wants one! It

makes a nice little gift for someone.



I purchased this pack of bookmarks to add into little notes/cards for my friends and family. They're

durable and practical while looking nice too. The print is small so probably can't be easily seen by

less-than-perfect vision, but how else can you get all the books of the Bible on one bookmark:)

The obvious "plus" for this bookmark is the listing of the books of the Bible. Aside from that, the

colors are vivid, the size is ideal. My only criticism is that I prefer a sturdier bookmark.

This item is a stress reliever for the Sunday School teacher... because I'm always perplexed about

how fast youngsters can forget things. Having plenty of these around makes it easier for kids to find

things in the Bible without spoon feeding them.

These are very handy when children are looking up scriptures in the Bible. I bought these for

Vacation Bible School and again for Sunday School. Seller was prompt and product in perfect

shape.
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